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 2020 SUMMER PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
 

   
 

DATES 

 
HALF DAY 

Ages 5—6 or 
Grades K—1st 

 
FULL DAY 

Ages 5—12 or 
Grades K—7th  

Wilderness 
Explorer Training 

Ages 11—14 or 
Grades 6th—9th  

Counselor In 
Training (CIT) 
Ages 11—14 or 
Grades 6th—9th  

June 15—19 Forest Games and 
Meadow Madness 

Forest Games and 
Meadow Madness 

 Scientist in  
Training! 

June 22—26 Crawl, Hop, and 
Slither 

Crawl, Hop, and 
Slither 

Nature’s Pathfinders  

June 29— 
July 3 

Our Friends in the 
Forest 

Our Friends in the 
Forest 

 Choose your own 
Adventure 

July 6—10 Creepy Crawlies Creepy Crawlies  Summer  
Self-Reliance 

July 13—17 Hidden Nature 
Superpowers 

Hidden Nature 
Superpowers 

 Nature’s 
Engineers 

July 20—24 Forest Birds of a 
Feather 

Forest Birds of a 
Feather 

Gimme Shelter   

July 27—31 Forest Games and 
Meadow Madness 

Forest Games and 
Meadow Madness 

 Scientist in  
Training! 

August 3—7 Crawl, Hop, and 
Slither 

Crawl, Hop, and 
Slither 

 Choose your own 
Adventure 

August 10—14 Our Friends in the 
Forest! 

Our Friends in the 
Forest 

 Summer  
Self-Reliance 

August 17—21 Creepy Crawlies Creepy Crawlies Nature’s Pathfinders  

August 24—28 Hidden Nature 
Superpowers 

Hidden Nature 
Superpowers 

 Nature’s 
Engineers 

Click here to Register Now! View Camp Fees 

https://campscui.active.com/orgs/FriendsofTryonCreek
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YhFnYZzz71FAINyYz9kUuJZa1YjyIAd3
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SUMMER NATURE DAY CAMP 
 

Friends of Tryon Creek Nature Day Camp aims to inspire and nurture relationships with nature by 
creating experiences rooted in belonging, curiosity, and exploration. Our goal is to create a safe and 
inclusive environment where campers cultivate ecological and cultural understanding while building 
life-long friendships in our unique, urban forest. All Nature Day Camp programs balance camp 
traditions like songs, skits, hikes, crafts, and games with hands-on field studies designed to enhance 
science education and connection to the natural world. 
 
Our talented Instructors and Counselors create experiences that are unique to every group. We use 
the themes below to guide our activities, but our focus is to collaborate with campers to discover 
what they want to learn about and explore each week and let the fun build from there!  All programs 
include time-honored camp traditions like banana slug races, fort-building, meadow day, and (of 
course) lots of imaginative play while exploring our beautiful forest - we look forward to welcoming 
your child this summer! 
 
Half Day Camp:  
Days: Monday to Friday  
Time: 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM  
Age: 5—6 or entering K to 1st grade (age 5 by 9/1)  
Group size: Campers are placed into their appropriate age/grade group, up to nine peers 
 

Full Day Camp:  
Days: Monday to Friday 
Time: 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
Age: 5—12 or entering K  to 7th grade (age 5 by 9/1) 
Group size: Campers are placed into their appropriate age/grade group, up to twelve peers  
 

Wilderness Explorer Training (WET) &  
Counselor In Training (CIT):  
Days: Monday to Friday  
Time: 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM  
Age: 11—14 or entering 6th to 9th grade 
Group size: Campers are placed into a group of up to twelve peers 
 
 
 
 
 

See below for complete descriptions of all Summer Camp programs! 
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2020 Half Day Camp Descriptions 
Monday to Friday 9:00 AM—1:00 PM; Ages 5—6 or entering K to 1st grade (age 5 by 9/1) 

Campers are grouped in one of two age/grade appropriate groups 
 
 
Forest Games and Meadow Madness (June 15—19; July 27—31) 
In one of our most popular and highly requested camps, campers join in this long-standing tradition 
of creative free-play and camper-led exploration in Tryon’s most cherished destination-- the 
meadow! Campers discover what makes Tryon Creek so special through structured nature play where 
they will adventure to the park’s hidden corners while being given the resources, support, and 
autonomy to engage in a high level of creative outdoor play. There will be plenty of community-
building games and ever-popular fort building among the forest trees. Campers will immerse 
themselves in constructive play where creativity, problem-solving, cooperation, and investigation 
reign supreme. Come create lifelong friendships and a deep connection to nature, through playful 
engagement and open exploration! 
 
Crawl, Hop, and Slither (June 22—26; August 3—7) 
While reptiles and amphibians may often go unnoticed, this week campers will learn how to seek out 
and appreciate our crawling, hopping and slithering friends. Campers will become amateur 
herpetologists as they learn which are hatched from eggs, what purpose bright colors serve, how our 
very own Pacific newt protects itself with its toxic skin, and how other slithering friends. Campers will 
have the chance to experiment with reptilian movement as they practice mobility, with or without 
legs. Slithering reptiles cause many to have strong emotions, but with the help of the Nature Day 
Camp mascot Pockets (our exceedingly popular Corn Snake), campers will get a chance to challenge 
and unpack negative terms and feelings that may arise and some may be surprised to discover her 
smooth, silky skin. Wildlife will be treated with care and respect as campers will come together to 
deconstruct ideas of discomfort, disgust or fear, so they can help feel more confident exploring the 
outdoors and the wonders around them! 
 
Our Friends in the Forest (June 29—July 3; August 10—14) 
During the last 45 years of camps at Tryon Creek, many new friendships have been forged through 
nature-based activities, exploration, and fun. By learning from nature through observation and play, 
campers discover the relationships between animals and ecosystems and how they support each 
other to create a healthier environment for all. Through lessons of reciprocity and uniqueness, 
campers will apply these new perspectives to support each other to build comfort in nature through 
community exploration! Join us as we embark on a sensory journey through our urban forest where 
we will learn from nature how to create meaningful friendships that value both individuality and 
interconnection. Campers will engage in communal activities, dialogue, and games focusing on 
getting to know our forest, ourselves, our peers, all while building new friendships skills that will last 
a lifetime! 
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Creepy Crawlies (July 6—10; August 17—21) 
Beneath a healthy forest canopy lies decomposing logs and leaves, spiders, worms and slimy slugs. 
While these creepy-crawly friends may make some squirm, they are actually a cornerstone of a strong 
food web. Without them, the more charismatic furry and feathered animals could not call the forest 
home. In this camp, there will be hands-on activities to help campers understand the positive roles 
these creepy-crawlers play in our lives. Campers will engage in up-close activities with a focus on 
gentleness, kindness and the development of empathy and understanding for all living things. They 
will deconstruct why some may dislike or fear these creepy critters, and instead they will learn what 
makes bugs and crawlers unique and valuable. We will develop a shared understanding that ensures 
that every living organism, large or small, is safe and respected. With the deconstruction of concepts 
of disgust, horror, and discomfort, campers will build their capacity to create a more welcoming, safe, 
and diverse forest for all to enjoy! 
 
Hidden Nature Superpowers (July 13—17; August 24—August 28) 
Who said that only superheroes have superpowers? At Tryon Creek, there are many animals with a 
marvelous sense of smell, sight, sound, and strength— far greater than any comic book hero. This 
week, campers will get to know the real superheroes in this world as we encounter endemic species 
in the watershed, nature trails and meadow. We will be hiking and investigating the hidden furry and 
feathery world of extraordinary abilities. Campers will make art to create their own mythical 
superhero animals and identify their own personal superpowers of skills and abilities. With the help 
from our friends the fox, owl, and deer, campers will awaken their inner nature powers of super 
hearing, night-vision, and near invisibility. 
 
Forest Birds of a Feather (July 20—24) 
With their awe-inspiring flight, bright colors, and beautiful songs, birds are some of the forest’s 
easiest to spot and appreciate animals. Tryon is home to many birds; some who visit seasonally, 
others who stay year round. Through teamwork and play, campers will construct knowledge and 
discover why birds are different than other animals and answer questions such as, do all birds fly? Or, 
are all flying animals birds? Working together, campers will build theories to explain the variation in 
feathers, eggs, nest, beaks, and diet. We will investigate special adaptations such as what stops 
woodpeckers from getting a headache from all that pecking? For older campers, they will develop 
their understanding of birds through looking at social interactions and look at the pros and cons of 
sexual dimorphism (differences in color, size, appearance between the sexes) and what this may 
teach us about how to deconstruct human gender stereotypes. Campers will have the opportunity to 
share their cultural beliefs and have informational discussion on what abilities and aesthetics makes a 
bird a pet, pest, wild animal or food. Campers will make nests, learn bird calls, and learn how to flock 
down the trails like birds- they will never fly into each other by always veering to the right! 
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2020 Full Day Camp Descriptions 
Monday to Friday 9:00 AM—3:00 PM; Ages 5—12 entering K to 7th grade (age 5 by 9/1) 

Campers are grouped in one of the six age/grade appropriate groups 
 
 
Forest Games and Meadow Madness (June 15—19; July 27—31) 
In one of our most popular and highly requested camps, campers join in this long-standing tradition 
of creative free-play and camper-led exploration in Tryon’s most cherished destination-- the 
meadow! Campers discover what makes Tryon Creek so special through structured nature play where 
they will adventure to the park’s hidden corners while being given the resources, support, and 
autonomy to engage in a high level of creative outdoor play. There will be plenty of community-
building games and ever-popular fort building among the forest trees. Campers will immerse 
themselves in constructive play where creativity, problem-solving, cooperation, and investigation 
reign supreme. Come create lifelong friendships and a deep connection to nature, through playful 
engagement and open exploration! 
 
Crawl, Hop, and Slither (June 22—26; August 3—7) 
While reptiles and amphibians may often go unnoticed, this week campers will learn how to seek out 
and appreciate our crawling, hopping and slithering friends. Campers will become amateur 
herpetologists as they learn which are hatched from eggs, what purpose bright colors serve, how our 
very own Pacific newt protects itself with its toxic skin, and how other slithering friends. Campers will 
have the chance to experiment with reptilian movement as they practice mobility, with or without 
legs. Slithering reptiles cause many to have strong emotions, but with the help of the Nature Day 
Camp mascot Pockets (our exceedingly popular Corn Snake), campers will get a chance to challenge 
and unpack negative terms and feelings that may arise and some may be surprised to discover her 
smooth, silky skin. Wildlife will be treated with care and respect as campers will come together to 
deconstruct ideas of discomfort, disgust or fear, so they can help feel more confident exploring the 
outdoors and the wonders around them! 
 
Our Friends in the Forest (June 29—July 3; August 10—14) 
During the last 45 years of camps at Tryon Creek, many new friendships have been forged through 
nature-based activities, exploration, and fun. By learning from nature through observation and play, 
campers discover the relationships between animals and ecosystems and how they support each 
other to create a healthier environment for all. Through lessons of reciprocity and uniqueness, 
campers will apply these new perspectives to support each other to build comfort in nature through 
community exploration! Join us as we embark on a sensory journey through our urban forest where 
we will learn from nature how to create meaningful friendships that value both individuality and 
interconnection. Campers will engage in communal activities, dialogue, and games focusing on 
getting to know our forest, ourselves, our peers, all while building new friendships skills that will last 
a lifetime! 
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Creepy Crawlies (July 6—10; August 17—21) 
Beneath a healthy forest canopy lies decomposing logs and leaves, spiders, worms and slimy slugs. 
While these creepy-crawly friends may make some squirm, they are actually a cornerstone of a strong 
food web. Without them, the more charismatic furry and feathered animals could not call the forest 
home. In this camp, there will be hands-on activities to help campers understand the positive roles 
these creepy-crawlers play in our lives. Campers will engage in up-close activities with a focus on 
gentleness, kindness and the development of empathy and understanding for all living things. They 
will deconstruct why some may dislike or fear these creepy critters, and instead they will learn what 
makes bugs and crawlers unique and valuable. We will develop a shared understanding that ensures 
that every living organism, large or small, is safe and respected. With the deconstruction of concepts 
of disgust, horror, and discomfort, campers will build their capacity to create a more welcoming, safe, 
and diverse forest for all to enjoy! 
 
Hidden Nature Superpowers (July 13—17; August 24—August 28) 
Who said that only superheroes have superpowers? At Tryon Creek, there are many animals with a 
marvelous sense of smell, sight, sound, and strength— far greater than any comic book hero. This 
week, campers will get to know the real superheroes in this world as we encounter endemic species 
in the watershed, nature trails and meadow. We will be hiking and investigating the hidden furry and 
feathery world of extraordinary abilities. Campers will make art to create their own mythical 
superhero animals and identify their own personal superpowers of skills and abilities. With the help 
from our friends the fox, owl, and deer, campers will awaken their inner nature powers of super 
hearing, night-vision, and near invisibility. 
 
Forest Birds of a Feather (July 20—24) 
With their awe-inspiring flight, bright colors, and beautiful songs, birds are some of the forest’s 
easiest to spot and appreciate animals. Tryon is home to many birds; some who visit seasonally, 
others who stay year round. Through teamwork and play, campers will construct knowledge and 
discover why birds are different than other animals and answer questions such as, do all birds fly? Or, 
are all flying animals birds? Working together, campers will build theories to explain the variation in 
feathers, eggs, nest, beaks, and diet. We will investigate special adaptations such as what stops 
woodpeckers from getting a headache from all that pecking? For older campers, they will develop 
their understanding of birds through looking at social interactions and look at the pros and cons of 
sexual dimorphism (differences in color, size, appearance between the sexes) and what this may 
teach us about how to deconstruct human gender stereotypes. Campers will have the opportunity to 
share their cultural beliefs and have informational discussion on what abilities and aesthetics makes a 
bird a pet, pest, wild animal or food. Campers will make nests, learn bird calls, and learn how to flock 
down the trails like birds- they will never fly into each other by always veering to the right! 
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Wilderness Explorer Training  
(WET) Program 

 
Our new Wilderness Explorers program is perfect for your emerging outdoor enthusiast. This camp 
program is designed for youth interested in gaining in-depth knowledge about themselves and the 
natural world through developing stronger nature exploration skills. Using advanced programming, 
longer hikes, ecological activities, and inquiry-based dialogue, these camps will focus on interpreting 
place-based information through identifying environmental clues and signs. Campers will learn to 
hone their skills of observation and analysis, and come to trust that their senses are capable of 
producing real-time data that is more accurate than the generalities found on digital devices!  
 
Wilderness Explorers will have fun through engaging activities to help campers rediscover the lost art 
of reading nature clues while fostering a camper’s self-reliance, leadership skills, and ecological 
stewardship.   
 
 

2020 Wilderness Explorer Training Camp Descriptions 
Monday to Friday 9:00 AM—3:00 PM; Ages 11—14 or entering 6th to 9th grade 

Campers are placed into one group of up to twelve peers 
 
 
Nature’s Pathfinders (June 22—June 26; August 17—21) 
Technology is great at giving us information, that is, until batteries die or reception is lost. In this 
camp, campers will learn how to read signs in nature and locate themselves within a place using their 
innate technology- their brain! Campers will immerse themselves in the natural ecosystems of Tryon 
Creek and revel in the information to be gathered. Looking to the skies, we will interpret celestial 
movements to learn where we stand on earth. We will trace the sun’s arc and shadow, learn how to 
use spider webs as a compass, and learn about the seasons, cardinal directions, and constellations of 
the night sky. After the end of the week, our campers always know where they have been and where 
they are trailblazing.   
 
Gimme Shelter (July 20—24) 
This camp is for all of the builders, tinkerers, and makers. All living things need shelter to survive. 
Campers will discover how animals find shelter while we challenge ourselves daily to build structures 
with natural materials. We will be inspired by the variety of animal shelters we discover in our forest 
and help our animal friends by building owl nesting boxes, bat boxes, and other animal homes. We 
will discover animal shelters high and low as we roll logs, turn over rocks, and find nests hidden in the 
canopy. Finally, we’ll play lots of “camouflage” and other games as we learn how animals stay hidden 
in their homes so well!    
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Counselor in Training (CIT) Program 
 
Our Counselor in Training (CIT) program acts as the perfect transition between camper, volunteer 
Counselor, and beyond!  These leadership camps bring participants together with a skilled team of 
Instructors to explore what it is to be a leader, team-member, and friend while learning new skills, 
building community, and looking at our urban forest through a different perspective. Longer hikes 
and in-depth ecological explorations keep camp traditions alive, while activities with both half and full 
day camp groups build skills in leadership and teamwork. 
 

Like our camp programs, each week of CIT is designed to sit the unique needs of each group. With a 
focus on collaboration, team-building, and communication, the themes below help guide our 
exploration while still allowing each camper the freedom to question, discover, and build the ‘perfect 
program’ through community problem-solving. CITs will act as mentors and create their own camp 
activities to help younger campers discover their community and what makes this urban forest so 
special! 

2020 Counselor In Training Camp Descriptions 
Monday to Friday 9:00 AM—3:00 PM; Ages 11—14 or entering 6th to 9th grade 

 

Scientists in Training! (June 15—19; July 27—31) 
This week CITs will don their lab coats and get their nerd on as they learn what it takes to be an 
environmental scientist! Using a variety of scientific tools, the group will work to develop and answer 
their questions about the forest and the world around us. Alongside learning about the different 
long-running science experiments that have been going on in the park, CITs will act as guides and 
teachers for younger campers in their own journey of questioning and experimentation! 
 
Choose your own Adventure (June 29—July 3; August 3—7)  
There’s a world of magic and creativity that the forest can inspire. During this week of mystery and 
intrigue, CITs will work together to investigate some of the stories of Tryon, then work to create their 
own by creating skits and role plays! Younger campers, as well as other park visitors, will have the 
option to follow each of these unique narratives through the park, making choices that will help 
inspire people to look a little closer and find their own forest magic. 
 
Summer Self-Reliance (July 6—10; August 10—14) 
CITs will spend this week exploring the park and practicing outdoor skills like shelter-building, map-
making, and fire-starting that will help them to build self-confidence and inner resilience. We will 
explore these traditional “survival skills” in the context of community by exploring the relationship 
between individual autonomy and your responsibility to others and nature. They will then share this 
knowledge with younger campers through participating in group forest games and meadow madness. 
This camp will help CITs to appreciate the wild side of nature and set them up to be stewards of the 
forest. 
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Nature’s Engineers (July 13—17; August 24—28) 
Beaver’s dams, spider’s webs, anthills and bird’s nests are all examples of how creatures alter and 
design their environment to suit their needs. In this camp, CITs will explore our forest’s STEM all-stars 
in order to understand design and building principles, materials selection, and structural integrity. 
CITs will have opportunities to test out these concepts as they build their own webs and animal 
homes, and to construct the ultimate fort. Through exploring nature’s creative creations, campers will 
develop their abilities in problem solving, spatial analysis, and group collaboration. The CITs will 
become engineering fort experts as they help guide little campers in building the greatest structures 
in Nature Day Camp history! 


